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Abstract

In this paper we present a new method for ma-
chine learning from images using uncertain informa-
tion granules which has been inspired by bio-mimetic
study of human perceptual processing. We present a
method for generating labelled image data using the
rapid application of rough labelled regions to the im-
age under study. Over each region is defined an ap-
plicability function which acts as a centre of focus
for the uncertain information contained within the re-
gion. We present a number of alternative applicabil-
ity functions inspired by the human visual system and
particularly by the centre-weighted effect of the fovea
within the retina. We also show how this uncertain
data can be used to directly train a granular fuzzy ma-
chine learner.

Keywords: machine learning with words, image
processing, bio-mimetic, fovea-like functions.

1 Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with learning uncer-
tain class models from images. Where our approach
differs from other uncertainty-based approaches in the
image processing field is the ability to deal with uncer-
tain image information and the bio-mimetic nature of
this approach at both the low, visual processing, level
and the high, computing with words, level.

Where conventional machine learning from images
generally takes a crisp dataset, i.e. a dataset consist-
ing of tuples of crisp feature values and their asso-
ciated class labels, here we permit the data tuples to

1The first author is also a lecturer at the Univer-
sity of Bristol, UK, and can be contacted via email to:
Jonathan.Rossiter@bris.ac.uk

also possess an uncertainty value, referred to here as
applicability. Where conventionally the process is,

crisp image data
induction−−−−−−→ uncertainty model

the process outlined in this paper becomes,

uncertain image data
induction−−−−−−→ uncertainty model

This is extremely important for the set of applications
where a labelled dataset of examples is not available.
In these cases one method of obtaining training data
is to ask an expert to label some suitable images. Un-
fortunately this is where we hit a number of serious
problems, as outlined in the next section.

This paper presents two important contributions to
solving these problems: a rapid bio-mimetic method
for the generation of uncertain image data, and a
method for the induction of fuzzy granular models
from this uncertain image data.

2 Extracting uncertain image data

Where labelled examples for use in training do not
exist we must ask a domain expert to label images by
hand. Unfortunately labelling at the pixel level is not
without problems:

• Experts have no time.
• Experts are expensive.
• The effects of bias, tiredness, frustration and sat-

isfaction of search [4] soon come into play.

To combat these problems one may be tempted to
pre-process the images to make it easier for the ex-
pert to label large areas more efficiently and more
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quickly. Unfortunately this very pre-processing raises
a further problem: pre-processing distorts the prob-
lem space. Since there is no “correct” segmentation or
pre-processing method, the very method chosen can
severely bias the expert’s perceptions of the images.
This image pre-processing can effectively “lead” the
expert.

To enable more natural and unbiased labelling we
adopt a bio-mimetic method that is both quick and
intuitive for the experts. In this paper we present a
labelling method that employs “quick and dirty” la-
belling using regions of interest over which uncer-
tainty is implicitly distributed. An applicability func-
tion defines this uncertainty as a function of position
within the region of interest. In effect we are shift-
ing the image processing from the pre-labelling stage,
where it can bias the expert, to the post-labeling stage.

We present a number of possible functions that can de-
scribe this applicability. We take inspiration from the
human visual system to define functions analogous to
the distribution of light sensitive cells in the human
retina, and specifically the region of high spatial and
colour sensitivity in the center of the retina called the
fovea.

2.1 The uncertain image labelling process

We now present a method for extracting labelled data
from images using roughly labelled regions of inter-
est.

It is interesting at this point to note that this process
also has analogies with the imprecise language used
by domain experts when they are called upon to de-
scribe image and class features within the problem at
hand. For example, a medical expert might summa-
rize a medical image with a single sentence such as
“there is extensive emphysema in the upper left lung
and some fibrosis around the periphery”. Here we
have vague information about both the disease fea-
tures and the position of these features in the image.
If we can contain such vague information in a suitable
data model we can allow experts to use similar vague
concepts when labelling images.

To this end we present a method for labelling images
and generating suitable data from which to learn. The
general process is as follows,

1. Display the image to the expert.

2. The expert then applies rough patches, or
“blobs”, to the image each of which has a associ-
ated class label. These patches can be any shape
and can overlap.

3. These patches and their class labels are processed
along with an applicability function to generate
image sub-regions, each of which has a member-
ship in one or more classes.

Each expert-labelled region can be interpreted as a
single linguistic sentence along the lines of “this re-
gion is a X example of class Y” where X may be
some linguistic term such aspoor, good etc. and Y
is a class label. Using this interpretation we can link
the low-level image to the high-level descriptions us-
ing words. Figure 1 shows four such tagged regions
on an image of a fibre composite material. The dark
regions indicate the class “resin” and the light regions
are the class “matrix”.

Figure 1: Examples of labelled regions on an image

By using this technique we have moved away from
the requirement of conventional image processing ap-
proaches that data be crisp examples of the problem
domain towards a more free and natural generation of
uncertain training data. Although the uncertain data
is, by it’s very nature, not completely correct or crisp,
it is natural and easy for the experts to both generate
and understand.

[3] describes the labelling process in more detail
and the extraction of sub-region data from the larger
expert-labelled image regions. In short, for every
expert-labelled regionR in an image, we sub-sample
across it conditioned on the applicability functionA,
the class labelL associated with that region and the
chosen set of image processing featuresF to generate
a set ofn feature values{f1, . . . , fn} with applicabil-
ity valuea and associated classL. This is performed
in two stages,
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[R,A,L, F ] → {[ri, ai, L, F ]| i = 1 . . . j}

[r, a, L, F ] → [{f1, . . . , fn}, a, L, ] (1)

The first stage performs sub-sampling of regionR
into sub-samplesr1, . . . , rj and calculation of corre-
sponding applicability valuesa1, . . . , aj . The second
stage calculates image feature values for each feature
in each sub-sample.

Figure 2 shows an elliptical regionR sub-sampled
into smaller regionsr.
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Figure 2: applicability across the region of interest

Applying this method to all expert-labelled regions we
thus generate a training database of image processing
feature values, along with their associated class labels
and applicability values. This data is then used to train
an uncertain granular fuzzy set model as outlined in
section 4.

3 The applicability function A

The data generated in the previous section is reliant
on an applicability functionA defined over the expert-
labelled region, as shown in figure 2a. This function
defines the suitability, or applicability, of the class la-
bel to each part of the region. We use the term applica-
bility to distinguish this function from a membership
function, which may also be present as a general mea-
sure of the membership of the whole region (not just
a part) in the class label.

This applicability function is crucial to both the data
generation process described in the previous section
and the interpretability of the expert-derived informa-
tion. Indeed, the choice of function may have deep
impact on the confidence the expert has in the whole
machine learning process. That is, if the applicabil-
ity function is not intuitive to the expert he may have

problems labelling the image and also in interpreting
his own labels.

In previous research ([3]) we have chosen a simple lin-
ear applicability function. In this paper we study the
human visual perception system in a little more de-
tail and take inspiration from it in generating suitable
applicability functions. Again we take a bio-mimetic
approach in order to mimic aspects of human vision
to improve our artificial system.

3.1 Aspects of human visual perception

Recall that the expert is trying to label the image by
drawing rough areas of interest and associating each
one with a class label. It is now helpful to examine
how the human visual system may impact upon both
the shape and the size of the region chosen by the ex-
pert and also the applicability function we select.

Figure 3 shows a simple model of the human eye and
it illustrates how light from an observed scene enters
the eye and strikes the retina. The retina itself is not
homogeneous but is made of two types of light sen-
sitive cells, thecones and therods. Cones are ac-
tive most in bright conditions and have high colour
sensitivity while rods are better at much lower light
levels but are less colour sensitive. The distribution
of cones and rods are non-uniform, with many more
cones present at the center5◦ of the retina in a region
called thefovea. Moving away from the fovea the con-
centration of cones rapidly falls and rods dominate.
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the human eye

retinal map

foveola

1.3deg

fovea
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Figure 3: Simple diagram of visual perception

Figure 4 shows the densities of cones and rods at an-
gular distance from the centre of the fovea, orfoveola.
See [2] for more background on human vision. Note
the shape of the curve for cones. We now make the
following point about how this physiology impacts on
the expert labelling of images,

• For the purposes of this paper, the fovea is the
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most crucial and most used region of the retina.
• This is justified in part by eye movements as hu-

mans survey a scene. These movements may also
include the class of movement called saccade.
If the above assumption were not the case then
eye movement and especially saccades would be
less prevalent and less important to scene obser-
vations.

• This leads us to focus on the fovea as inspira-
tion for a human-like applicability function. That
is, the fovea is a natural regioning mechanism in
the retina and we suggest that such a regioning
mechanism may be a suitable model for our ap-
plicability function.

cones

rods

−60 0 60
angle from centre of fovea (deg)

Figure 4: Cone/rod density distribution

To this end we now suggest some suitable applicabil-
ity functions based on bio-mimicry of the phenom-
enon illustrated in figure 4

3.2 Fovea-like functions

While figure 4 shows the densities of both cones and
rods, we must be a little careful in our interpretation
of this figure. The points listed above hints at the fact
that for our typical application (daylight/bright classi-
fication of images and scenes) the cones (and hence
the fovea) contribute most. Yet the rods will also con-
tribute to some degree. We can combine the contribut-
ing factors of both cones and rods into a rough class
of applicability function. In this paper we assume the
function is smooth and monotonic with maximum at
the centre of the region of interest and minimum at the
edge.

For simplicity we implement two families of fovea
functions and an additional spatial scale option:

• Trapezoidal functions. Figure 5 shows a trape-
zoidal function defined across the distance from

the centre of the expert-defined region to the edge
(i.e. the interval[0,D]). The pointx can have
any value in the interval[0,D]. Figure 5 shows a
functional symmetry aboutx = 0 for ease of vi-
sualisation. By varyingx we can change applica-
bility from a smoothly graded function (x = 0)
to a function having no practical effect (x = D).

• Gaussian-like functions. Here we approxi-
mate the centre-focus of the fovea with a simple
Gaussian with varianceσ. Note again that we
are not trying to exactly match the distributions
of cones in the fovea, rather the centre-waiting,
or focus, of the retina. Figure 5, shows such
a Gaussian applicability function. The function
can be optionally normalized such thatA(0) = 1
and/orA(D) = 0.

0

1

x−x−D D0

−σ σ

1

−D D

Figure 5: Possible applicability functions

• Spatial scale. Whilst the expert is able to de-
fine and label image regions of any size or shape
the human fovea is constant in size. We there-
fore may be tempted to change the spatial scal-
ing of our applicability functions to anabsolute
scale, that is, in proportion to the size of the com-
plete scene, rather thanrelative, that is, in pro-
portion to the size of each individual image re-
gion. In the context of this paper both of these
scalings have their own benefits. Fixed or ab-
solute scaling of the applicability function most
closely matches the physiology of the fovea, but
may distort the information contained in either
very small or very large image regions. Scal-
ing relative to the region geometry, on the other
hand, is more likely to preserve the information
from both large and small regions, but the func-
tion then becomes less like the human fovea.
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If we consider saccades and eye movements, the
relative scaling scheme becomes more attractive.
This is because the visual focus can roam over a
reasonably large region and this seems to simu-
late a larger, more general, applicability function
than just the fovea alone. Thus the applicability
function becomes one which is inspired by both
the foveaand the internal regioning ability of the
higher level visual perception in the brain.

4 A granule model and learning regime

In this paper we use a linguistic learning method based
on the induction of fuzzy sets over a universe of cross-
product (Cartesian) labels ([1],[5]). Each label corre-
sponds to the conjunction of a set of labels which have
previously been defined over each individual feature
domain. A granule is thus a discrete fuzzy setG over
the universe of cross-product labelsL:

G = {l ∈ L : m ∈ [0, 1]} (2)

where
L =×(Ki | i = 1, . . . , n) (3)

andKi is the label universe for featurei.

A cross product fuzzy set can be used to represent a
single point in feature space (an instance) or a collec-
tion of more than one instance (a model). The learn-
ing regime involves generating cross product fuzzy
set representations for each training instance and then
aggregating these instance representations to gener-
ate a model representation. Testing of the model in-
volves calculating the similarity between the model
cross product fuzzy set and the cross product fuzzy set
representation generated from a single test instance.

In this paper the aggregation operation used to turn
training instancesGj into the modelGM is simply
the summation operation followed by normalisation
of the resulting fuzzy set:

GM = Norm(
∑

j

Gj) (4)

The similarity measure used in comparing a trained
granular model with a cross product representation of
a test instance is the sum of products operation on
membership values.

4.1 Learning with applicability measures

Where our approach differs from the more conven-
tional cross product fuzzy set methods is the inclusion
of the applicability measure. This uncertainty mea-
sure affects how the training instance is handled in the
training of the granular model. In this paper the in-
stance cross product fuzzy setGj is first scaled by the
applicability measureaj before it is aggregated with
the other (also scaled) instances. In this way an in-
stance with low applicability (i.e. taken from the edge
of an image region) has little effect on the final gran-
ular model while an instance with high applicability
(i.e. taken from the centre of an image region) has
greater effect. The training operation thus becomes:

GM = Norm(
∑

j

Gj × aj) (5)

5 Examples

Figure 6 shows example of uncertain labelling and the
granular machine learner in operation. The applica-
tion here is the navigation of an autonomous robot in
a new hazardous environment. Although this image
shows a safe (office) environment, the intention is to
operate the robot remotely and for an operator (do-
main expert) to train the robot into semi-autonomous
operation. This form of remote on-line training is
required of rescue robots that cannot be completely
trained to deal with unknown hazardous environments
in advance.

The image in figure 6a is rapidly labelled by the expert
using rough geometric regions into the four classes
body, clothes, wall, andceiling as shown in figure 6b.
Figure 6c is used in the testing of the model and shows
regions corresponding to the four classes. 6d shows
the results from testing the learnt model on this image
when it was trained using a unity applicability func-
tion, 6e shows results after training with a relative-
scale Gaussian function withσ = 0.3, and 6f shows
results with an absolute-scale Gaussian withσ = 0.4
defined over 5% of the image. Percentage values in
figure 6 indicate the percentage of pixels correctly
classified.

Figure 7 shows results from training the learner to de-
tect emphysema disease in CT scans of the lung. Here
the classhealthy is labelled with black regions and
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a b c

d, 34.6% e, 49.5% f, 48.9%

Figure 6: Robot vision example

the classdiseased is labelled with white regions, as
shown in figure 7b. Figure 7c is used in the testing
of the model and shows regions corresponding to the
two classes. 7d shows results from training using a
trapezoid applicability function withx = 0, 7e shows
results from training using a relative-scale Gaussian
with σ = 0.2, and 7f shows result where the applica-
bility function was unity.

a b c

d, 83.9% e, 83.9% f, 82.1%

Figure 7: Diagnosing disease from lung scans

It is clear from both the above examples that a graded
applicability function improves classification accu-
racy above a unity function (figures 6d and 7f.) What
is less clear is the impact of the type of graded func-
tion on results. With these relatively small image sizes
(4802 and 5122 respectively) and the small number
of image features used, both the cone-like trapezoid
(x = 0) and the low-variance Gaussian (σ = 0.2) per-

formed equally well. What is clear from our tests is
that the relative-scale applicability function is much
more convenient to use since we do not need to deter-
mine a suitable absolute scale over which to define the
applicability function.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a new approach to machine learn-
ing from images that encompasses a bio-mimetic
method for eliciting uncertain image training data
from domain experts and a machine learner that can
learn a fuzzy granular model directly from this uncer-
tain training data. We have presented a number of ap-
plicability functions for use in the uncertain labelling
of images which are based on a simplified model of
the human visual system and perceptual process.

Further research will involve optimizing the choice of
applicability function and incorporating such a sys-
tem into tools to aid medical diagnosis and into vision
systems for rescue robots operating in hazardous en-
vironments.
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